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The Robe                                        JF Curated, Oslo, 2019
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The Robe                                              by Rikke Runde
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The Robe                                           by Magnus Isachsen
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The Robe                                              by Guro Heiskel 
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The Robe                                           by Eirik Hellebust
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“An Heirloom Footstool”                Build-it-yourself Kit 
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“An Heirloom Footstool”   -   Stools buildt and designed by my grandfather. 1950-1996 
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Jacket and vest made from bedlinnens from the farm and left-over wool from Oslo Mikrospinneri  
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Jacket and vest made from bedlinnens from the farm and left-over wool from Oslo Mikrospinneri  
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The wool donated from Oslo Mikrospinneri
is waste material for them. The fibers are 
too short to spin into yarns. 

Old, stained and tattered bedlinnens that
I would sleep in as a child were cut up
and quilted back together to remove the
faults created by time and wear. faults created by time and wear. 

Mixing and matching colours and patterns,
and sewing them together with french seam 
creates a new, more sturdy textile. 



Jacket and vest made from bedlinnens from the farm and left-over wool from Oslo Mikrospinneri  
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“Barn Suit”                                  Unisex Wool Suit
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“Barn Suit”                                  Unisex Wool Suit

The starting point for the Barn Suit was a jacket
found at the barn on my farm. It looks unworn. 

I was immediatetly attracted to the design and
the cut of the jacket, and imagined it would
look even better in a wool textile. 

Together with Marlene Bakke we set out to make 
a new pattern based on the design of the jacketa new pattern based on the design of the jacket
found at the barn. Our aim was to make a unisex
suit, so we redrew the pattern with ragland 
sleeves, as we feel that this often works better
for unisex pieces. 

The textile for the new suits was found at the 
antique store Salgshallen in Oslo. They mostly 
sell furniture and small interiors, but had a sell furniture and small interiors, but had a 
few rolls of different textiles hidden in the 
back of the store.

Intitially the plan was to produce a small line 
of suits in a factory in Lithuania, but because 
of the Covid-19 situation, that did not work out. 

The solution has been to produce a mini 
collection of suits together with Bakke, collection of suits together with Bakke, 
with small variations in each of them.

I would like to produce more suits, made-to-
measure to the wearer, and custumized to their 
needs and aesthetics. 
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“Barn Suit”                                  Unisex Wool Suit
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“Mellom Beuys og Bestemor”   -   Mini collection made from tablecloths from the farm 
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“Mellom Beuys og Bestemor”   -   Mini collection made from tablecloths from the farm 
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“Mellom Beuys og Bestemor”   -   Mini collection made from tablecloths from the farm 
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T-shirt loom                       Do-it-yourself kit
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T-shirt loom                       Do-it-yourself kit
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“Identity-Guerrilla-Gardening”     Planting potatoes in public space
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“Identity-Guerrilla-Gardening”               The potato vest
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“Identity-Guerrilla-Gardening”            Fashion vs. Farming

Planting potatoes in public space is not something I would have done hadn’t it been for the Covid-19 situation. In the 
immediate days after the pandamic hit Norway people were hoarding food, and especially potatoes. The pandemic has also
caused a crisis in norwegian agriculture, we lack the workforce to sow and harvest our foods. Another aspect of this is 
that alot of people are not aware of even how our foods are cultivated and grown.

This ongoing potato project is in collaboration with two other artist, namely Kaja Krakowian and Geir Backe Altern. 
Krakowian planted polish potatoes, and her aim for this project has more to do with identity, than farming. Altern has 
done several events on this little island in Akerselva before, and he wanted to join us in this project to reconnect withdone several events on this little island in Akerselva before, and he wanted to join us in this project to reconnect with
“his island”. 

The potatoes we planted were cultivated at my farm, by myself for two seasons, and before that, my father. The vest I 
made to wear while planting is made from kitchen cloths embroidered by my grandmother and used at the farm for decades. 

I see this as an art-performance/protest, and my aim is to highlight the importance of knowing how things are made.
This applies just as much to the fashion and clothing industry as it does to agriculture. 
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Felt Hat                         Do-it-yourself kit
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Felt Hat                        Do-it-yourself kit
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